In this paper, four kinds of chaos mapping equations such as Logistic, Henon, Quadratic and MacKeyGlass were discussed, and the numerical characteristics of those chaos mapping equations were analyzed and compared by histogram and correlation coefficient. Then the better chaos encryption system was selected according to analyzing result, and the encryption method of poor chaos encryption systems were modified. So the good performance of encryption was obtained, the degree of image scrambling transformation was improved greatly, and good effect of image encryption was gained.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with rapid development of the internet and the computer communications technique, the information transmission security becomes a hot subject of research currently subject of research. The chaos map equations have the property that a tiny fluctuation of the initial value can change the corresponding chaos code greatly, and so it is very difficult to decrypt the chao coding file. Therefore, the chaos code are often used to encript the sound and image information. (Mei shuli et al., 2006; Yang wei et al., 2005; Yin xiandong et al., 2005) Different chaos codes can derived from different iterative equations such as Logistic, Henon, Quadratic, Mackeyglass and so on. But most researchers pay their attention on the Logistic chaos coding, in fact, each chaos code serial has its different value range and distribution from others. These two parameters impact the encrypt effect directly, and they are correlative to other parameters an the initial values in the chaos map equation. The object of this paper is to analyze the numerical properties of each chaos signal and find the optimal value range of each parameter in image encryption.
COMPARISON OF FOUR COMMON CHAOS CODE SERIES

Fundamental theory of image chaos encryption
Consider four common chaos code series such as the Logistic, the Henon, the Quadratic and the MackeyGlass, the corresponding map equations are 
（4）
The secret communication technique based on the chaos theory has four methods: the chaos spread spectrum, the chaos shift keying, the chaotic parameter modulation and chaotic masking. In these methods, the chaotic parameter modulation is applied widely being simple and mature. The chaos encryption principle based on the modulation technique and the chaos map method is shown in figure 1 (Mei shuli et al., 2006 )., where s(n) is the wavelet transform series of the original signal，e(n) is the encryption signal which will be transmit to the receiving end, and ŝ (n) is the final response series, that is the decryption signal series. The corresponding chaos encryption result is shown in Fig.2 .
（1） MacKeyGlass map equation
（a）chaos series distribution （b）statistic result Fig. 3 . MacKeyGlass series and its statistic result The iterative value distribution of the Logistics map equation is shown in Fig.4 , the corresponding value range is (0~1.0). Apart from the range (0~0.1) and the range (0.9~1.0) where focus on a lot of iterative value, the value distribution is relative even in other range. （3） Henon map equation The iterative value distribution is shown in Fig. 6 . It is easy to see that the value range of this map equation is （-2~2）, and most of the values are distributed in the domains (1.5~2) and (-2~2.5). It should be noted that the value distribution in the domain (-2~1.5) is even in some degree.
It is easy to see that the distribution of the Logistic chaos series is even relatively, and the corresponding encryption effect is better. In fact, it could be concluded that the encryption effect is correlative with the evenness of the chaos series. And so we can improve the encryption algorithm by building a map function which can turn the uneven chaos series into the relative even ones. Leaving all the iterative value falled in the range（1.0~1.1）and throwing off other ones, that is, only the values falled in the domain（1.0~1.1）are taken as the useful chaos series.
OPTIMIZATION OF THE CHAOS SERIES
（2）Apart from the domains （0~0.1）and （0.9~1.0）, the iterative value derived from the Logistics map equation distributed in the domain 
CONCLUSION
The image encryption properties based on different chaos series were discussed in this paper. And then, an new improved method was proposed. In this new method, the encryption properties was improved by optimizing the distribution of the chaos series. In fact, the amount of the chaos map equation is more than 10, analyzing their properties and screening out the
